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Higher Living
This quarter we start off 

with an article written by EFTS 

CFI, Christopher MacDonald.  

He had an opportunity to fly 

with the Bandit Flight Team and 

has written a story about his 

experience. 

At the airport we are in the 

process of replacing the engine 

in N711FL which is why it is 

currently not available.  Should 

return soon. 

Mostly it has been a quiet 

quarter and with travel getting 

back to normal I’m ready for 

some restaurant flying.  I have 

already been to Simply 

Suzanne’s restaurant at KMTV 

twice and made one trip to the 

Outer Banks Brewing Station 

near KFFA for a burger.  I have a 

second flight planned for there 

already with my nephew.  High 

on my list is the Pic-n-Pig 

restaurant and the rebuild 

there is well underway with an 

expected reopening in the 

summer.  I owe several of my 

students a free lunch there. 

Last quarter, on February 

11, we mourned the death of 

Eric Kendall, an EFTS CFI.  He 

was stricken with cancer and 

was taken from us too quickly.  

Many of you knew him or were 

one of his students.  Looking 

through the Hall of Fame I see 

the faces of the students whose 

life he touched.   He was very 

important to our organization 

and while we miss him as an 

instructor, I also miss him as a 

friend. 

Come fly with us. 

- David Williams, 

President EFTS 

  

Contact Us 

Phone: 919-219-5933 

Schedule your next aviation 

adventure at www.ExecFT.com 

Located in the FBO at 700 Rod 

Sullivan Road, Sanford, NC. 

Airplane & Instructor Rates 

Prices reflect fuel cost increase 

as of April 1.  Tax is included. 

Cessna 182 N1303S $205/hr 

Archer N299PA $195/hr 

Warrior N41669,  

N9626C  $175/hr 

Sport Cruiser N60SC $170/hr 

Cherokee N720FL $160/hr 

Cherokees N515DH,  

N711FL  $150/hr 

Cessna 172 N3816Q $150/hr 

 

Instructor time $50/hr 

Redbird TD2  $40/hr 

 

 

http://www.execft.com/
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A Sortie with the 

Bandits 
 

-Christopher MacDonald 
EFTS CFI, CFII, MEI 

March 19th, 2022 

 

Have you ever caught yourself 
being John Madden at an 
airshow and commentating to 
your noncertificated spouse, 
kids or friends about every 
airplane, aircraft maneuver and 
formation that flies 
over?  “Honey that’s a four-ship 
right echelon, the lead #1 is 
about to break left with 5 
second spacing, then #2, #3 and 
#4 to follow on downwind. The 
lead #1 will be landing on the 
“cold” right side of the runway 
and the last guy #4 will land in 
the “hot” left side...”  
 

 
 
This brings me to KGWW aka 
Fightertown, NC on a nice 
turbulent spring day where I 
was invited to practice with the 

Bandit Flight Team.  Much like 
any team sport, practice is 
essential to the success on 
game day. Formation flying is 
no exception to the rule.  It 
requires the proficiency and 
dedication we all need to 
maintain as pilots. The practice 
started off with the Lead Pilot 
giving a thorough preflight 
briefing to his wingmen. Alike 
any nuance in your flying 
experiences, the dialogue was a 
steep learning curve for the 
mission objective.  We then 
proceeded to the ramp to 
commence our flight of four 
sortie. 
 
Take note: any group of more 
than one aircraft is called a 
“flight.” A flight may consist of 
two aircraft, 16 aircraft or 116 
aircraft, all flying with respect 
to one another. Flights are 
made up of “elements.” An 
element consists of a flight 
leader and a wingman. All 
flights are made up of 
elements. There are never 
more than two aircraft in an 
element. For instance, a flight 
of four aircraft is made up of 
two elements, a flight of six 
aircraft is made up of three 
elements, and so on.  
 
I flew in the #1 which is the 
flight leader position. The flight 
leader is responsible for being 
the most forward pilot in the 
formation and leading the team 
through radio communication, 
hand signals, aircraft signaling, 

formation configurations, 
breakout and timing.  The 
lead’s other responsibilities are 
to debrief the mission, train 
new formation pilots, endorse 
Formation Proficiency Reports 
(FPR) and recommend pilots for 
wing and lead check rides.  
 
After practicing all the 
formations, we headed back to 
KGWW in a right echelon 
formation and once over the 
field broke off in 5 second 
intervals to downwind.  The 
lead lands on the “cold” (right) 
side of the runway and #4 lands 
on the “hot” (left) side.  
 

 
 
The Bandit Flight Team is one 
of our nation’s most active 
flying formation teams 
participating in over 50 events 
per year. Members of the team 
span from retired military 
fighter pilots, active airline 
pilots, business executives to 
pilots that just love to 
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fly.  When flying the pattern at 
TTA on NCSU football game 
days, you may have heard 
“Bandit check go 1… 
2…3…4…5…6” on CTAF. Those 
are the Bandits forming up to 
do a flyover at Carter Finley 
Stadium. 
 
The Bandit Flight Team 
performs at various events 
including all the NC State 
football games, NASCAR events 
at The Charlotte Motor 
Speedway, Martinsville 
Speedway and Dover 
Speedway, The Durham Bulls 
games, the Raleigh Christmas 
Parade and Rally for the Cure. 
They’re available for national 
anthem flyovers, charity 
events, Missing Man Formation 
for military ceremonies, as well 
as grand openings, VIP or 
corporate events, and most 
notably Lead Pilot Bob “Spock” 
Ingle did our gender reveal 
flyover at Wayne Executive 
Jetport.  Queue the pink 
smoke! 
 
After the experience of a 
lifetime, all I could say was… 
“Well, ‘Spock’…you just got the 
trophy for the two best flights 
I’ve ever had!” Enough said. 
 

Runway Hotspots 
A hotspot is defined as a 

position on an airport taxiway 

or runway where a potential 

risk or a history of such risk 

exists.  It’s a location where 

things can become confusing as 

to where you are going on the 

ground.  These spots are 

especially likely to create a 

hazard in limited visibility 

conditions. 

As of March of 2022, there are 

5 airports in North Carolina 

with published hot spots.  

Charlotte has three, 

Greensboro has one, Hickory 

has one, Raleigh-Durham has 

one and Wilmington has one.  

They are depicted on the 

airport taxiway charts.   When 

flying into these airports you 

should acquaint yourself with 

the locations of these hot spots 

so they will not confuse you as 

you taxi.  Descriptions of those 

hot spots appears below with 

the charts appearing in an 

Appendix to this newsletter.  

The hot spots on the charts are 

designated as HS in a brown 

box.  Abbreviations appearing 

below are as printed by the 

FAA.   

CHARLOTTE (Appendix 1) 

CHARLOTTE/DOUGLAS INTL 

(KCLT)   HS 1 Confusing 

intersection due to the 

convergence of Twy R, Twy A, 

Twy C and Twy C9 along with 

grass island.  

HS 2 Pilots exiting Rwy 18C–36C 

on Twy S for either Twy E or 

Twy F mistakenly turn left on 

Twy E5 and reenter the rwy.  

HS 3 Maint vigilance 

northbound on Twy C 

approaching Twy C10 twy signs 

not aligned, allow for wingtip 

clnc with tfc exiting Rwy 36R at 

Twy C10.  

GREENSBORO (Appendix 2) 

PIEDMONT TRIAD INTL (KGSO)  

HS 1 Maint vigilance confusing 

twy, turn rgt onto Twy K6, only 

cargo N of Twy K6  

HICKORY (Appendix 3) 

HICKORY RGNL (KHKY)  

HS 1 Maint vigilance confusing 

int, Rwy 01–19 hold bar close 

to Twy A3.  

RALEIGH/DURHAM (Appendix 

4) 

RALEIGH–DURHAM INTL 

(KRDU)  

HS 1 Intersection of Rwy 05R–

23L and Twy C.  

WILMINGTON (Appendix 5) 

WILMINGTON INTL (KILM)  

HS 1 Maintain vigilance 

confusing int, close proximity to 

rwy. 

For hot spots at other airports 

in other states you can search 

from here: 

https://www.faa.gov/airports/r

unway_safety/hotspots/hotspo

ts_list/ 
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Effects of Altitude on 

Humans 
 

The human body can perform 

best at sea level.  At that level 

the partial pressure of oxygen is 

adequate to allow it to bind 

properly with hemoglobin, the 

red pigment in red blood cells.  

By doing so the blood can carry 

oxygen to everywhere it is 

needed in the body. 

When we increase our altitude 

the percentage of oxygen in the 

air remains mostly constant but 

the partial pressure of oxygen 

decreases at an exponential 

rate.  At 16,000 feet the 

pressure is half that of sea 

level. 

 

At 5000 feet night vision is 

affected first and can lead to 

mistakes in reading or 

understanding instruments.  

This early level of hypoxia can 

be a surprise because we all 

feel we are at peak efficiency. 

At 10,000 feet, reduced ability 

to learn new tasks can be 

measured.  Night vision is 

degraded by 15-25 percent.  

Blood oxygen saturation is 

probably down to about 90%.  

Your judgement is 

compromised.   

As the partial pressure of 

oxygen in inspired air continues 

to drop with increasing 

altitude, signs and symptoms of 

hypoxia become more evident, 

and include loss of peripheral 

vision, skin sensations 

(numbness, tingling, or hot and 

cold sensations), cyanosis, 

euphoria, and eventually 

unconsciousness at higher 

altitudes.  

The regulations state that for 

flight above 12,500 feet for 

more than 30 minutes requires 

pilots to use supplemental 

oxygen.  For flight at 14,000 

feet an above supplemental 

oxygen is required. 

Be careful at higher altitudes, 

especially at night, and don’t 

allow the effects of hypoxia to 

affect your judgement.  

 

Flying After Diving 
 

First, I should make the 

disclaimer that I am definitely 

not a diver…not even a 

swimmer.  My sister-in-law was 

an occasional cave diver which I 

found especially terrifying.  So, I 

doubt I will have to follow the 

advice contained here but 

perhaps you can. 

Diving places your body at a 

atmospheric pressure that is 

greater than sea level pressure.  

This affects how nitrogen is 

dissolved into the blood.  You 

have certainly heard of the 

bends which result from the 

expansion of that nitrogen in 

the blood when you ascend too 

quickly from a deep dive. 

 

The FAA’s Airman’s Information 
Manual (AIM) offers a small 
section entitled 
“Decompression Sickness After 
Scuba Diving” that indicates “a 
pilot or passenger who intends 
to fly after scuba diving should 
allow the body sufficient time 
to rid itself of excess nitrogen 
absorbed during diving. If not, 
decompression sickness due to 
evolved gas can occur during 
exposure to low altitude and 
create a serious in-flight 
emergency.” 
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It follows, that aviators should 
wait at least 12 hours prior to 
flying to altitudes up to 8,000’ 
(MSL) if a dive has not required 
a “controlled ascent” (non-
decompression stop diving) and 
at least 24 hours after diving in 
which a “controlled ascent” 
(decompression requiring) is 
required. Any flight above 
8000’ Mean Sea Level (MSL) 
should be delayed until at least 
24 hours has elapsed. 

Some will recommend that 
divers take a day off between 
the last dive and a flight as an 
extra safety margin.  Most 
divers will use a modern dive 
computer which will calculate 
the time to wait prior to flying. 

If you are just snorkeling at the 

surface, then there won’t be a 

major concern with nitrogen 

but if you are a scuba diver you 

should heed the warnings.  

Spend the day between your 

last dive and flying enjoying the 

sights on the surface. 

 

OTC Drugs May Not be  

Allowed  
 

There are many drugs that we 

should not take prior to flight 

and some for many hours prior 

to flight.  Appendix 6 is an FAA 

chart of many of those drugs. 

 

If the drug package says “may 

cause drowsiness” or “do not 

operate machinery” it is a good 

bet that the drug should not be 

taken during flight. 

In addition to the list in 

Appendix 6 the FAA publishes a 

guide to Aviation Medical 

Examiners which lists drugs, 

which if being currently taken, 

will prevent you from holding a 

medical certificate.  I have 

included that list here. 

Do Not Issue. AMEs should not 
issue airmen medical 
certificates to applicants who 
are using these classes of 
medications or medications. 

• Angina medications 
o nitrates 

(nitroglycerin, 
isosorbide 
dinitrate, imdur), 

o ranolazine 
(Ranexa). 

• Anticholinergics (oral) 
o e.g: atropine, 

benztropine 
(Cogentin) 

• Cancer 
treatments including 
chemotherapeutics, 
biologics, radiation 
therapy, etc., whether 
used for induction, 

"maintenance," or 
suppressive therapy. 

• Controlled 
Substances (Schedules I 
- V). An open 
prescription for chronic 
or intermittent use of 
any drug or substance. 

o This includes 
medical 
marijuana, even 
if legally allowed 
or prescribed 
under state law. 

o Note: for 
documented 
temporary use 
of a drug solely 
for a medical 
procedure or for 
a medical 
condition, and 
the medication 
has been 
discontinued, 
see below. 

• Diabetic medications 
o NOT listed on 

the Acceptable 
Combinations of 
Diabetes 
Medications (PD
F). 

o pramlintide 
(Symlin) 

• Dopamine 
agonists used for 
Parkinson's disease or 
other medical 
conditions: 

o bromocriptine 
(Cycloset, 
Parlodel), 

https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/avs/offices/aam/ame/guide/media/diabetesmeds_acceptablecomb.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/avs/offices/aam/ame/guide/media/diabetesmeds_acceptablecomb.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/avs/offices/aam/ame/guide/media/diabetesmeds_acceptablecomb.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/avs/offices/aam/ame/guide/media/diabetesmeds_acceptablecomb.pdf
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o pramipexole 
(Mirapex), 
ropinirole 
(Requip), and 

o rotigotine 
(NeuPro) 

• FDA (Food and Drug 
Administration) 
approved less than 12 
months ago. The FAA 
generally requires at 
least one-year of post-
marketing experience 
with a new drug before 
consideration for 
aeromedical 
certification purposes. 
This observation period 
allows time for 
uncommon, but 
aeromedically 
significant, adverse 
effects to manifest 
themselves. Contact 
either your Regional 
Flight Surgeon or AMCD 
for guidance on specific 
applicants or to request 
consideration for a 
particular medication. 

• Hypertensive (centrally 
acting) including but not 
limited to 

o clonidine 
o nitrates 
o guanabenz, 

methyldopa, and 
reserpine 

• Malaria medication - 
mefloquine (Lariam) 

• Over-active bladder 
(OAB)/Antimuscarinic 
medications as these 
carry strong warnings 

about potential for 
sedation and impaired 
cognition. 

o e.g.: tolterodine 
(Detrol), 

o oxybutynin 
(Ditropan), 

o solifenacin 
(Vesicare). 

• Psychiatric or 
Psychotropic 
medications, (even 
when used for 
something other than a 
mental health 
condition) including but 
not limited to: 

o antidepressants 
(certain SSRIs 
may be allowed - 
see SSRI policy) 

o antianxiety 
drugs - e.g.: 
alprazolam 
(Xanax) 

o antipsychotics 
o attention deficit 

disorder (ADD) 
or attention 
deficit 
hyperactivity 
disorder (ADHD) 
medications 

o mood stabilizers 
o sedative-

hypnotics 
o stimulants 
o tranquilizers 

• Seizure medications, 
even if used for non-
seizure conditions such 
as migraines 

• Smoking cessation aid - 
e.g.: varenicline 
(Chantix) 

• Steroids, high 
dose (greater than 20 
mg prednisone 
or prednisone-
equivalent per day) 

• Weight loss 
medications - ex: 
combinations including 
phentermine or 
naltrexone. 

Wake Turbulence 
AC 90-23G 

 

It is easy to see the wake from 

a boat as it moves.  The waves 

spread out from the back and 

expand across the water.  

When other boats come across 

the wake, they are moved by it.  

A strong wake can capsize a 

small boat.  The wake behind 

an airplane is similar but 

instead of created disturbed 

water it creates a rotating 

vortex in the air.  Like the small 

boat an airplane following into 

the wake turbulence can be 

affected. 

 

https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/avs/offices/aam/ame/guide/app_process/exam_tech/item47/amd/antidepressants/
https://www.faa.gov/exit/?pageName=prednisone-equivalent&pgLnk=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.medcalc.com%2Fsteroid.html
https://www.faa.gov/exit/?pageName=prednisone-equivalent&pgLnk=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.medcalc.com%2Fsteroid.html
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Wake turbulence is caused by 

high pressure air slipping 

around the outer edge of an 

airplane wing and rotating 

around the edge to the top.  

This produces a rotating tunnel 

of air off each wingtip.  

Normally this turbulence will 

drift with the wind and settle 

downward slowly before 

dissipating.  The speed of the 

vortex can reach 300 

feet/second (the speed of an 

EF5 tornado) when the airplane 

producing it is heavy, slow, and 

clean. 

To avoid the wake of an 

airplane our best choice is to 

observe the airplane path and 

attempt to not intersect it or fly 

directly below it.  Wake 

turbulence affects us as pilots 

most when we are landing or 

taking off following a larger, 

heavier airplane.  In those 

cases, we have all been taught 

to take off before or land 

further down the runway as the 

plane we are following. 

I have personally encountered 

wake turbulence on landing at 

KRDU.  While following a large 

airplane to the runway I was 

suddenly rotated violently to 

the left.  The roll went 

considerably beyond 45 

degrees and then just as 

immediately I was under 

control again.  It was a strong 

reminder to pay attention 

when ATC says, “caution wake 

turbulence”. 

 

Question of the Quarter 
 

During take‐off, the Boeing 767 

engines suck in enough air to 

fill the Goodyear Blimp in ____ 

seconds 

 

 

Answer: 

Seven seconds. 

 

You just learned something 

new. 

 

  

The “Higher Living” newsletter 

editor can be reached at 

david@execft.com  Your 

feedback and article subject 

suggestions are welcome. 

mailto:david@execft.com
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Appendix 1 
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Appendix 2 
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Appendix 3 
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Appendix 4 
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Appendix 5 
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Appendix 6 
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